
 

             
                Spell Bee Competition 
Dear Parents 

Greetings! 

We would like to inform you all that the second level of “Spell Bee” competition 

has concluded successfully. The participants who have qualified level II would 

be entitled to appear in level III of “Spell Bee” competition. The competition will 

be conducted at IV levels to declare the “Spell Bee” winner. A walk through of 

the preparatory words for a better understanding of level III for Grade 1 

through 8 are given below. 

Note: All the guidelines mentioned in level I and II for the contest pursue to 

stay the same for level III. Top 5 students will be shortlisted for contesting in 

Grand finale. The dates for level III will be notified separately through 

respective grade coordinators.  

• Kindly find below the Level III Spell Bee Words (100 Words) 

 

Grade 1 Spelling Word List  

 
normal drag dice firmly often steep puddle corrupt bridge 

respect crossed library pattern ample sew reform computer cling 

solve insert furious normal doodle cosy merrily relate alligator 

doubt goose garland nodding burnt fiction fortune giant finalise 

value groove screw dried afraid adopt thought creature purple 

artistic cuddle crumb sudden fortune doubt goose pattern discover 

drama corner surprise ugly actual uneasy tuck pied amaze 

rough charm blow knuckle limits reside emperor watchful horror 

concept allowance compress guide wade grin chubby chuckle sound 



 

beetle understand crawl tourist spacing entrance  annoy wastage litter 

basking stooped rumble mending  emu wren blonde wizard lioness 

shuttle 

 

        Grade 2 Spelling Word List 

 

        Grade 3 Spelling Word List 

couch beautiful cottage surprise roof sneeze chicken chief 

giant vacation remind discover usual library bought chance 

glossy pattern distant flooring system ancient galaxy turbine 

quarter avenue neighbour juvenile pollinator antonym longitude bargain 

expectable metaphor simile estimate tedious posture savvy treasury 

wilderness electronic gadgets barred pullover emergency camping genes 

window energy instead suddenly powerful incline prejudice beneath 

foreign proclaim  castle hoarse choir subtle mow flaunt 

ooze kernel version librarian chunk grunt toad kale 

exhibit rouge shuffle tedious targeted  shield  receive boundary 

dedicate fiction mountain permissible distant though belief ponder 

latch wonder clinging Jingle sneeze galaxy coach mountain 

exit opposite  flammable  plump worried consume mentor clinging 

strange  known invert obtainable fleshy glacier caused tresses 

awful mushy squeak permissible distant rustle latch opportunity 

usual dough ancient envelope pierce mineral drastic watchful 

muscular troublesome accurate gobble consume insert lately wonder 

reference symbol screen focused  virtual fable exclude waiver 

literacy wrinkle playwright attain valve toast pickle cater 

aerial furry traitor anxious     



 

active world continue equal grace crumb cardboard curtain 

gasp admire experience badge parole pilot gasp admire 

intercept inquire acquire debit credit garland gossip terrace 

cruelty mundane eagerly  determine acceptable adoption conquer capture 

frigid trouble caught layout circular dodge whistle refusal 

whether  applicant objection rusted     

 

 

         Grade 4 Spelling Word List 

cardinal firmly subtle instructor marble oxygenation cardinal 

grandeur dessert dentist gigantic culture drenched grandmother 

illusion microbial trespass multiplicand charity thimble  exceptional 

swarm fraction explanation  clause religion violin swarm 

luxurious pandemic encryption decipher psychic bionic ladle 

pungently authority bristle aisle alleyway frosty incidence 

intruder confetti  chorus waiver nuisance sequel certification 

widget pleaded phrasal gradation talon frequency souvenir 

splashed squirrel stationary sublime ultimate Eugene imbibing 

contributing ingenious equatorial sheath preliminary secretary contributing 

emptiness solidify swords sought strive vacuum emptiness 

oesophagus preservative receipt  augment febrile strenuous collaborate 

cautions humidify restrict numbness accentuate centuries causative 

collector whooping cranial antonym synonym hostile drudge 

orchestra pianist      

 

   Grade 5 Spelling Word List  

rationale excipients ambience immunised revokable tyrant 

scarcely persecutor triumphantly oppressor  privileged confidential 

emptiness faucet swords sought strive vacuum 

hyperbole voluntarily encyclopaedia tremulous paradigm  tyranny 

replacement  grief  gullible beckoning signatory contagious 

contributing Indigenous  equatorial sheath preliminary secretary 

variable  knowledgeable guidance scientist hyphen crave 

conversant choir diurnal fabulously  dentistry agility  



 

nimbly lethal exorbitant inflated sumptuous  extravagant 

applaud  inventory pantry annihilation  alternatively, suggestive 

patriarch democracy chauffeur penicillin manoeuvre facsimile 

bizarre fabricate inhibit humid conduct amuse 

progression laboratory incredible humility miniature hygiene 

competent heroic fatigue irresistible cemetery cringe 

Toblerone  ecstatic  Benetton Ohio recommended alley 

exchequer accordance extrinsic intrinsic cluttered  abolish 

deceit obnoxious reprimand patronize   

       

   Grade 6 Spelling Word List  

abandoning adequately horrifying nurture foreigner bureau 

brilliance dreadful diameter idiomatic expenditure baggage 

analysis confetti compressor braininess commotion alternative 

junction culminate graffiti beauteous Michigan whimsical 

associative colleague chimp rumour ceremony cease 

acknowledge activism solitude partial courtier acre 

symmetrical gelatine studious jealous nausea vault 

appropriate perseverance aggregate centripetal didactic manuscript 

individual enclose imagery indicative mayonnaise thirtieth 

columnist millionaire orchard auction spatula shrugged 

wrestle spaghetti aerospace persuade endeavour  disappear 

atrophy broccoli webinar yearning lozenge organelle 

literal innovate cautious flicker believe beneath 

columnist millionaire analytical auction species shrugged 

tsunami durable poisonous colossal federalism assimilate 

Affliction  enthral prowess hereditary endangered chronicle 

pseudonym prevalent belligerent obsolete   

 

  Grade 7 Spelling Word List 

idiosyncrasy hypotenuse acoustics delineate narcissus bicuspid 

mediocre alveolar gnawing acoustic sovereignty depreciation 

picturesque conscientious reverberate beseech proprietor despicable 

anarchial ambiguous anonymous audacious exasperate elusive 

shrewd succinct reprieve mandatory gnarled belligerent 

benign haughty monotonous affluent undulate furtive 

petulant dainty exult wallow revelation gaudy 



 

inundate anecdote impassive quibble feign terse 

obstinate painstaking tangible desolate formidable renounce 

prodigy pioneer cache tycoon mercenary tirade 

servile excruciating epoch onslaught eccentric apprehend 

exemplify discordant gullible luminosity neophyte susceptible 

voracious yawp archaic bespoke chauffeur cameos 

deterrent fiasco luncheon meticulous caricature burglary 

acoustics antecedent bankruptcy asphalt acquittal antidote 

discernible  escalator forgery flamboyant frostbitten leisure 

haphazardly frivolous chandelier amnesty   

 

  Grade 8 Spelling Word List  

disparity obscure dissident disseminate travesty  valedictory 

oblivious nonchalant fortuitous assiduous precipitate docile 

resilient quantitative relinquish zealot omnipotent incongruous 

fabricate aberrant accede antagonize apocryphal ascertain 

avocation begrudge caldron clique desecrate dismantle 

edifice euphoria fastidious geriatrics impassable impregnable 

incantation indiscreet inertia laudable batter chaotic 

chivalry coax debonair disgruntled escapade Fahrenheit 

forbearance hoodwink infatuated insuperable languid longevity 

nautical obstinate parsimonious perceptible prerequisite reclamation 

sagacity taciturn undecipherable vindication  variegated stifle 

sobriquet rhetoric rendezvous reminisce punctilious precipice 

pittance overwrought miscellaneous massacre jubilant ignominious 

grimace ghastly frenzied fledgling exultant excerpt 

elucidate devour cursory conglomerate circumvent brazen 

beget avocation arbitrary allegiance affable aberrant 

bulwark colloquial bovine atheist   

         

All the best! 
 

 

 English Department  


